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Note on sources

The documents published in these volumes have been collected from
the journals, internal bulletins and correspondence of the Trotskyist
movement over the period since 1951. The series is designed to
provide the basic documentation of the fight withing the Fourth
International during that time. Editing of the text has been kept to a
minimum: footnotes and bracketed explanatory notes have been
added only for essential reference. In all other respects the documents
have been reproduced as they appeared in the sources indicated
below.
Each volume has a foreword introducing the reader to the main
developments covered in it, with a glossary of names and an index
provided as additional guides to the documents.
The sources for the documents in this volume are as follows:
Document 1 was first published in Britain in Workers Press, August
29, 1973.
Document 2 is taken fromFourth International, Vol. 7, No.3, Spring
1972, pp. 107-121
Documents 3 to 17 and 19 to 24 (including the first English transla
tions of Documents 4 and 17) originally appeared in the Internal
Discussion Bulletins of the Socialist Workers Party and the Interna
tional Bulletins of the International Committee.
Document 15 (the 'Open Letter') was also published in pamphlet
form in January 1955, and it is from this that the text is reproduced
here.
Document 18 is from The Militant, December 21, 1953.

Foreword

FOUNDED in 1938 in conditions of a succession of catastrophic defeats
for the international working class, the Fourth International could not
escape a long period of extreme difficulties, isolation, and even physi
cal destruction for a part of the time. The consolidation of the Stalinist
bureaucracy in the Third (Communist) International and the Soviet
Union, battening on the defeats inflicted by fascism, brought into
being a machine of repression and liquidation against the Fourth
International. These very defeats were in large part the consequence
of the political betrayals of this same bureaucracy, which, after 1933,
had become the principal counter-revolutionary force on a world
scale. The essential continuity of Marxism, the only basis for building
the revolutionary leadership for the future, could be assured only by
breaking from the Third International and founding the Fourth
International. This was Trotsky's greatest historic contribution, con
sidered by himself as superior in significance to his role in the October
Revolution and the leadership of the Red Army.
Today, the conditions of isolation of the Trotskyist movement and
defeat of the international working class are replaced by a situation
radically transformed. The Trotskyist forces, steeled and educated
through the long years of struggle, now confront the task of actually
placing revolutionary parties at the head of working-class masses who
have not experienced defeat. They must defeat the reformists and
Stalinists in political battle and be able to provide the policy, strategy,
tactics and political resources, human and material, to lead the strug
gle for working-class power.
It is the political organizations forming the International Commit
tee of the Fourth International which are consciously undertaking this
X
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responsibility. To do this, there is necessary a trained leadership force
which starts in all its political work from the nature of the economic
and political crisis entered into by imperialism. The International
Committee (IC) would not exist today but for a prolonged struggle
for correct revolutionary conceptions of our epoch and of the stage
reached in the historical crisis of capitalist economy. Especially since
the August 1971 measures of President Nixon on behalf of the Ameri
can ruling class, the stage has been set for the outbreak of revolutio
nary struggles, and the great need in every country is for a Marxist
Party, based on the tendency of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Trotsky,
which can carry revolutionary policies into the workers' movement
and in this way lay the basis for a clear understanding of the develop
ment of the crisis.
The Marxist method, of consciously engaging theory in a constant
conflict with practice, has been under continuous fire ever since the
foundation of the Trotskyist movement. Long before the Fourth
International was set up, Trotsky fought many battles, inside the
Russian Left Opposition as well as internationally, against the impre
ssionistic and empirical method which simply sees this or that series of
events as confirmation or refutation of set ideas or 'theories'. Within
the Fourth International, the first great battle took place in 1939-1940
against the petty-bourgeois opposition of Burnham and Schachtman.
This struggle revolved around all the basic political questions, from
the class nature of the USSR to the revolutionary party and democra
tic centralism. Trotsky went to great pains to show that the divisions
on these questions flowed inexorably from the failure of the pettybourgeois opposition ever to break from idealism and pragmatism and
to adopt the revolutionary objective standpoint of dialectical
materialism.
Chacteristically, the forces of revisionism in the Fourth Interna
tional have always resisted the struggle to expose the philosophical
roots of their political positions and have condemned the introduction
of these fundamental questions as a diversion from the 'concrete
questions' of the hour. Just as this was the attitude of Burnham and
Shachtman, so it has been the attitude of the revisionists in the period
since the international split in the Trotskyist movement in 1953. In
that year, the International Committee was formed in order to break
from the method and politics of Michel Pablo, then secretary of the
Fourth International, and his followers. Their political line amounted
to the liquidation of the Trotskyist movement. Its essence was capitu-
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lation, under pressure of the imperialists through the petty
bourgeoisie and bureaucracy, to bourgeois ideology and the aban
donment of the revolutionary, dialectical materialist standpoint of the
working class. Its immediate form was surrender to the Stalinist
bureaucracy. Its concrete organizational expression was administra
tive intervention to destroy the political life of the national sections of
the Fourth International and prevent the training of a cadre in the
theory and practice of Marxism.
The Socialist Workers Party (SWP) in the United States split from
the Pabloites in 1953 only to carry out the most unprincipled 'reunifi
cation' with them ten years later. In view of the fact that the SWP
leadership has begun to republish the documents relating to the split
of 1951-53 it is vital and essential that a critical and retrospective
analysis be made of this period. We say this because many people new
to the movement may be tempted to draw the conclusion that the
SWP represented an anti-revisionist and Marxist standpoint in the
discussion and that their present renegacy is some sort of aberration
not connected with the 'orthodoxy' of the fifties.
A study of the documents of this period is important too in showing
how the ICFI elaborated its perspective and developed it through the
struggle not only against the empiricist eclectic school of MandelPablo but also against the pragmatism and mechanical determinism of
the Cannon-Dobbs-Hansen tendency. Without a serious and critical
study of this history no training of a new cadre of Marxists is possible.
From the inception of the struggle there were three tendencies
present. First the leadership of the International Secretariat — Pablo,
Frank, Mandel and Maitan — who rejected the dialectical method of
Trotsky and succumbed to their superficial impressions of the growth
of Stalinism and Social Democracy and the relative stabilization of
European capitalism following the betrayal of the European revolu
tion, the establishment of Bretton Woods and the huge flow of capital
into Europe from the US under the Marshall plan. This group
reflected the pessimism and skepticism of the European middle class
which was thrown into confusion by the war and post-war develop
ments. Instead of analysing the causes of the post-war liquidation of
the revolutionary upsurge and making a sober estimate of the pros
pects for European economy these idealists rationalized the betrayals
of bureaucracy by rejecting the revolutionary role of the working class
and substituting for the revolutionary perspective of Trotsky a
panorama of black despair consisting of atomic war and 'centuries of
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deformed workers states.' The rejection of the conflict of opposites in
society — the basis of every Marxist perspective — is nowhere more
succinctly illustrated than in the deathless words of Pablo quoted by
Bleibtreu-Favre in Chapter Two: 'For our movement objective social
reality consists essentially of the capitalist regime and the Stalinist
world.' (p. 54).
In theory and practice Pablo and his group rejected the revolutio
nary role of the working class and abandoned any struggle for the
political independence of the working class from the bureaucratic
agencies of monopoly capital.
A perspective which substituted the Stalinist bureaucracy for the
working class and left no scope for the independent intervention of the
working class was antithetical to the principles, method and traditions
of the Fourth International and was therefore bound to cause a deep
and irreparable split, which it did in 1953 when the discussion around
the draft documents for the Fourth World Congress began. This split
did not merely occur because of differences over interpretations of
resolutions or because of factional intrigues in some sections. The
split itself was a direct reflection of the class struggle and the action of
the working class in a series of countries culminating in the historic
defeat of French Imperialism in Dien Bien Phu and the abortive June
uprising of the East German workers. These struggles of the working
class sharpened the struggle inside the Fourth International intensely
and brought it to the point of split. The Stalinist bureaucracy, far
from being a revolutionary and progressive force, revealed all its
counter-revolutionary potentialities to the full. In this sense Pabloism
was crushingly refuted and Pablo's reactionary idealist method was
completely exposed: but only in this sense. The objective events while
they determined and conditioned the split could not and did not
automatically resolve the conscious assimilation of the dialectic of the
split — and its far reaching implications so far as party building was
concerned. On the contrary, the coalition of groups opposing Pablo
was not politically and doctrinally homogeneous., They were united
by a common desire to prevent the bureaucratic strangulation of the
Fourth International by the creation of a Byzantine cult of infallibility
around Pablo and — most importantly — to prevent the liquidation of
the Fourth International mto a Stalinist milieu.
Behind this conditional and transitory unity there remained a dis
parateness of method which revealed itself not only after the split, but
what is more significant, before it. It is important to remember that
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the split with Pablo (did not remove the cause of this opposition of
philosophical method but intensified it. The truth of this statement is
clearly seen today.
Pablo's principal opponents were the British section led by Com
rade Healy, the SWP led by Cannon and the French PCI (OCI) led by
Lambert and Bleibtreu. The other groups such as the Argentinians,
Chileans, Swiss, Chinese and Canadians played a secondary role.
From the start the British section viewed the struggle as the organic
expression of conflicting class interests within the Fourth Interna
tional and saw that this struggle could not in any way be separated
from the concrete problems and tasks of constructing national sec
tions. There was not a trace of idealism in this attitude, which was
totally opposed to treating the opposition administratively, as a con
spiracy, or to any propagandistic view of the factional struggle as a
point-scoring debate. By approaching it in this way the British leader
ship were able to transform the factional struggles and the split with
the Lawrence group into the basis for a more cohesive, politically
stable and broader based organization.
The attitude of the leadership of the British section towards these
questions of the building of leadership in the International is shown
clearly, particularly in the letters of Healy to Cannon of May 27th and
July 21st, 1953 (Chapter Four):
Pablo suffers badly from isolation in Paris. That French movement is a
'killer.' It really is impossible to hold an international centre together when
you have no national section to help it. Real international leaders can arise
no other way except through a basic experience and training in building
and leading a national section. Pablo has not yet got this and as a result has
grown impatient. This has reflected itself most sharply on organizational
questions. On several occasions we have clashed very sharply on how to
allocate the financial budget. He tries to cover ground which is absolutely
impossible from our slender material base.
Building a party, as you know, is a very real thing, and so also is building
an international. There is a limited amount of human beings and resources
at our disposal and you can only utilize these in a certain way. Some things
you can do; others, no matter how important, you cannot. The essence of
leadership is to know what you can and what you cannot. A correct
political line forms the backbone of all of our work, but it is not enough and
sometimes unless one understands its practical application in the circums
tances surrounding the movement at one's disposal, then it can be a simple
matter to abandon it and slip into the camp of opportunism and adven
turism, (pp. 112-3).
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The second letter includes the following passage:
You will, I know, excuse all these details. In the normal course of events,
this would not be necessary, but what we are grappling with here is two
very different methods in building an international. From experience, we
have learned that the strength of a national section lies in the maturity of its
cadre. Maturity flows from the collective way in which a cadre works.
This, as you know, does not arise from the brilliance of this or that
individual in a particular field. It arises from the historical selection of
devoted people who supplement each other's talents by learning to work as
a team. Like the development of the class struggle itself the development
of those who comprise the cadre is an uneven one. You find people who
have many weaknesses in some directions, playing a powerful positive role
inside the cadre. This is, in fact, not only the great strength of the cadre,
but also its weakness. A responsible, mature leader has these things fixed
in his mind at all times.
Another factor which plays a role, is the receptiveness of the cadre
towards changes in the political situation. Some people have quite a flair
for this, and make useful contributions in assisting the cadre forward. Yet,
it is possible to find on occasions, in comrades who make turns easily, a
certain feverishness which can flow from a basic instability rooted in class
questions. An experienced cadre checks from time to time these manifesta
tions, and enables the comrade or comrades concerned, to go forward
toward a new, more advanced, stage of development. On the other hand, a
cadre will always contain such people because they are an essential reflec
tion of the development of the class itself, (p. 143).
The whole of this second letter is an essential text on the relation
between theory and practice, which is identical with the question of
building leadership, training revolutionary cadres. It represents an
attempt not to axe Pablo, but to prevent a premature split and draw
out of the struggle the maximum political advantage to help train a
cadre. From this struggle for the essentials of dialectical materialism
came the proposal of the IC sections in Europe, on the initiative of the
British section, to reopen the discussion with the Pabloites after the
split (see Volume Two).
The SWP leaders however (and the documents confirm this)
resisted attempts to deepen the discussion and looked on the faction
struggle in the Fourth International as a regrettable necessity and the
Cochran-Clarke faction as a 'conspiracy instigated by Pablo' rather
than as a necessary product of the stagnation and crisis within the
SWP. The letter from Sam Gordon (Tom) to James P. Cannon brings
out clearly the idealist motivation of Cannon and his stubborn refusal
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to take a class approach to the struggle: 'If you conceive of the whole
thing as a plot hatched by evil people for unclear motives, then I must
say you are putting it on rather thick.' Elsewhere in the same letter
Gordon appeals to Cannon: 'You can interpret that as duplicity, as a
conspiracy, or what you will, but it is evidently politically motivated
and that must be borne in mind as the key to an understanding of the
struggle.' (S. Gordon to J. P. Cannon June 22, 1953 — p. 126).
And again, referring to the prospect of a renewed outbreak of
factional warfare 'instigated by Paris', Gordon advises Cannon: 'For
the formalism and one-sidedness of their politics is merely reflected in
the super-centralization and lack of realism of their organizational
procedures.' (Ibid)
Cannon's idealism in relation to the organizational question how
ever was but the reverse side of his idealist and subjective brand of
politics which, despite all the attempts of the SWP, are clearly
exposed in these documents.
In retrospect it is clear that Cannon and the majority of the SWP
leadership were unable to fight Pablo politically because they shared
the same positivist method which though they differed in tactical
questions, such as the attitude to Stalinism, nevertheless constrained
Cannon to accept, without cavil, the entire perspective of Pablo on the
inevitability of a Third World War. In the document on International
Perspectives (p. 46) submitted by the PC of the SWP in June 1951 the
SWP leadership unequivocally accepted the line of Pablo on the war
but backed away when it came to accepting the implications of this
line in relation to Stalinism. Pablo's basic premise was the power and
homogeneity of US imperialism which would enable it to declare war
against the USSR without having to overthrow bourgeois democracy
and smash the working class at home. Pablo's thesis on war-revolution
was aimed expressly against the revolutionary capacity of the US
working class. After the split at the 14th Plenum of the IEC Pablo
declared that nothing could happen in the US until 7 million Ameri
cans had died in an atomic war!
Cannon and the SWP leaders who formally based themselves on the
belief that the US proletariat was all powerful paradoxically came
round .to the same conclusion as Pablo in their contribution to the
Third Congress: 'The growing strength of the anti-capitalist forces
and the undermining of imperialism can just as readily hasten the
outbreak of war as delay it. In either event, the final decision rests with
US imperialism.' (p. 46 — emphasis added) Further on the authors
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refer to Pablo's revisionist perspective, a source of considerable con
fusion and disorientation with approval: 'With the above propositions
we are wholly in agreement.'
This agreement with Pablo was not accidental. In his letter to Sam
Gordon June 4, 1953 Cannon explicitly defends the untenable theses
of the Third World Congress in the following manner:
'I was surprised and disappointed at your impulsive action in regard to the
Third World Congress documents. We accepted them as they were written.
When they try to tell us now that we don't understand them, we do not
reply by saying that we reject the resolutions. We say, rather, that we reject
any special interpretation of them that is not clearly stated in the written
language.' (p. 121 — emphasis in original).

Further on, in the same letter, Cannon emphasizes his agreement
with Pablo:
'Our disposition here is not to withdraw our support for the written
documents, but to watch alertly for the next stage of the evolution of the
discussion on this question'.

To do this was to perpetuate the confusion on the line of the Fourth
International decided in 1951. In the equivocal and pragmatist
attitude of Cannon to the Third World Congress is contained not only
the premise for the split of 1953 but the basis for the eventual
reunification of 1963.
Pablo and Mandel could never have been able to impose their
revisionist line on the Fourth International if it had not been for the
unsolicited help from the SWP. Cannon's equivocations about
'unclear formulations' and allegations about the burning of SWP
amendments to Third Congress resolutions do not in any way invali
date this fact. He was content to use the Third Congress Resolutions
to endorse his 1946 American Theses, which represented a capitula
tion to backward trade union consciousness in the American working
class. Any doubt on this score is irrevocably dispelled by Cannon's
revealing letter to Dan Rot erts written at the inception of the factional
struggle in the States against the Cochran-Clarke tendency in March
1953: 'In reality the events analyzed in the Third Congress documents
powerfully reinforce the American Theses, and give them more actu
ality . . .This is the time not to put the American Theses on the shelf
but to take them down and read them, to recognize their unity with the
documents of the Third Congress, and to make the general line as a
whole, the axis of all our party work and education. My Los Angeles
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lectures on 'America's Road to Socialism' . . .have been conceived
precisely in this spirit. I hope the example will be followed by others
— by the whole party..' (Speeches to the Party — Pathfinder Press,
1973.) Regrettably Cannon's wish was fulfilled. The SWP subse
quently degenerated into an unrecognizable caricature of itself. But
that is another story.
In the meantime Cannon's pragmatic excursions into the field of
theory were producing disastrous results in the practical work of the
SWP and the Fourth International. In the US the Cochran-Clarke
group pointed justifiably — if somewhat cynically — to the 1946
Theses as the source of 'false optimism' and 'disorientation' in the
party and compounded the confusion already created by Cannon.
More serious however was Cannon's two-faced and incredibly
unprincipled intervention in the French party.
In France the faction struggle began immediately after the Third
Congress when Pablo tried to solve the problems created by the
sectarianism of the Lambert-Bleibtreu group by usurping the leader
ship and applying administrative measures. The crunch came in
December 1951 when the Pabloite International Secretariat, in a
document on Trade Union work, peremptorily demanded that the
PCI (the Trotskyist party in France) Faction in the CGT dissolved
itself and subordinate itself to the Stalinist bureaucrats. This was the
death warrant for Trotskyism in France.
In February 1952 a member of the Lambert tendency — Daniel
Renard — appealed to Cannon for help to prevent the complete
liquidation of Trotskyism in France. The letter, which we republish,
(p. 82 seq.) is self-explanatory. There was only one course open to
Cannon — to denounce the IS and call for the suspension of the
bureaucratic measures against the PCI. Such a policy would not only
have alerted the whole Fourth International against Pablo's faction; it
would also have helped to curb the syndicalism and sectarianism of
the French majority.
Cannon's reply however was a pragmatic evasion of the principled
issues of the conflict and an open endorsement of Pablo's organiza
tional procedure: Cannon agreed with the revisionist line of the Third
Congress and the measures adopted by the 10th Plenum of the IEC,
and dismissed the danger of 'Pabloism' as a scare invented by the
State-capitalists. Referring to a pro-Stalinist tendency he wrote: 'We
do not see such a tendency in the international leadership of the
Fourth International nor any sign nor symptom of it.' For the Pabloite
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revisionists he had unstinted praise: 'It is the unanimous opinion of
the leading people of the SWP that the authors of these documents
have rendered a great service to the movement for which they deserve
appreciation and comradely support, not distrust and denegration.'
The reason for Cannon's warm appreciation of Pablo was clearly
revealed in this letter. Apprehensive of a split Cannon advised the
French majority to elaborate a programme jointly with its hangmen in
the IS, 'to effectuate the imperatively-dictated entry into the Stalinist
workers' movement and eventually into a section of the Stalinist party
itself.' (pp 93-5; emphasis added).
The reply to Renard is the most trenchant indictment of the
mythology recently created by the SWP that Cannon's leadership has
always been the protagonist of principled politics and the best defen
ders of Marxism. What is abundantly clear is that the SWP leaders
were only too eager to get an unprincipled compromise with Pablo
based on a redefinition of Stalinism which would enable the SWP
leaders to maintain a formal opposition to Stalinism in the US while
allowing Pablo a free hand in Europe to liquidate the Trotskyist
movement into a Stalinist milieu. 'Instead of attempting to provide a
general redefinition of Stalinism', said the 'Contribution' to the Third
Congress, 'it would be more advisable to recommend following their
concrete evolution in each given case . . . ' (p. 49 below).
Thus it was only when Pablo's politics produced organized fac
tional work, by the Cochrane-Clarke group, against its elected leader
ship that the SWP took action against Pabloism. The 'Open Letter' of
1953 denounced these methods, indicated their political basis, and
correctly called for an immediate break with Pabloism. But what was
above all necessary was to clarify the movement in every country on
the theoretical and political campaign to destroy Marxism which
Pablo had undertaken and on the reasons for the SWP's failure to
arrest this development much earlier. This would have given the
whole movement greater insight into the nature of imperialism and
Stalinism in the post-war period and the character of the theoretical
struggle necessary to defeat them. Instead, the rejection of Pabloism
was presented by the SWP merely as a stalwart defence of 'orthodox
Trotskyism' against revisionism.
When the fundamental revision of Marxism by the Pabloites took
other forms, the SWP leaders found themselves completely taken in.
Because they themselves had not learned the lessons of the 1938-53
period which produced Pablo, they soon capitulated to the same
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idealism and impressionism. They could not swallow Pablo's sub
stitution of sections of the Stalinist bureaucracy for the revolutionary
working class in 1953, but they easily digested the later Pabloite
choice of the colonial petty bourgeoisie, the peasantry, and the stu
dents as such substitutes in the 1960s. These manifestations of the
basic revisionism of Pablo happened to coincide with their own orien
tation towards the petty-bourgeois radical protest movement in the
US and their resolute turn away from the working class. The SWP
leaders formally accept Trotsky's perspective for an American Labour
Party as the next great political step for the US working class. But they
see themselves as this party, a reformist and centrist party, whereas
the role of Marxists is to build a Trotskyist party on the independent
foundation of Marxist theory and not simply on the level of working
class consciousness.
Trotskyists throughout the world have the opportunity and the
responsibility to learn from this split and the subsequent experience,
from the standpoint of today's great revolutionary tasks. If it was
essential in 1954 to study the great theoretical issues underlying the
split it most certainly is today. But in these twenty years, a remarkable
change has taken place. Not only have the forces of the IC in several
countries undergone considerable development, but the SWP has
reached a point where, for the worst possible reasons politically, it is
forced to bring out into the open questions of our history and princi
ples which it has itself prevented from being clarified for decades!
In 1963 the SWP ended its 10-year separation from the Pabloites
and politically supported the spurious 'reunification' of that year.
The immediate grounds were that the SWP and the Pabloites had
agreement on the nature of the Cuban revolution and its leadership.
Cuba, according to them, was a workers' state, led by a political
movement (July 26th Movement of Castro) which had been forced by
pressure of events to successfully undertake the tasks of Marxist
leadership. Castro was hailed as a 'natural Marxist'. Ben Bella of
Algeria, we were told, would in all likelihood follow his path. The IC,
and particularly the SLL, were vilified as sectarian opponents of the
rea' revolution. So important was this agreement, said the Pabloites
and the SWP, mat the 'split' questions of 1953 were deliberately
excluded from the discussion on reunification. In other words, an
unprincipled unification was achieved, without a single one of the
outstanding questions being clarified. The IC warned at the time that
1
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these were not debating points but great historical factors which were
pressing on our movement. If they were not consciously expressed
and mastered they would wreak their own vengeance on the particip
ants.
Within months of the 'unification' Pablo himself was gone from
even the revisionist International. But a thousand times more serious
was the decision of the LSSP (Ceylon section of the Pabloites) in 1964
to join the bourgeois coalition government of Mrs. Bandaranaike in
Ceylon (Sri Lanka). Here were the first fruits of the unprincipled
'unification'. For the first time a party claiming to represent the
programme of the Fourth International had capitulated directly to the
imperialists and their agents. An immediate split took place in the
LSSP at the July 1964 Emergency Conference, with a small minority
declaring itself the LSSP (Revolutionary). The majority accepted the
bourgeois coalition and were expelled from the Pabloite International.
But this left the greatest question of all untouched, passed over in
silence: this great question was, the responsibility of the Pabloite
leadership, including the SWP, for the actual betrayal in Ceylon. In
the course of the 'unification' discussions their leaders prevented
criticism of the course being taken by the LSSP, just as they blocked
discussion of the basic questions (actually the same questions) under
lying the 10-year split. The opportunists of the LSSP carried over
their betrayal under the cover of these unprincipled agreements. The
International Committee warned the LSSP (R) that the same degen
eration would be repeated unless all these questions were now
clarified in a struggle, and proceeded to lay the political basis for
building an independent Trotskyist section of the IC in Ceylon.
The SWP itself was virtually politically liquidated into the pettybourgeois milieu of the 'Fair Play for Cuba Committees' and that of
the anti-war movement and the middle-class 'revolt' over student
power, women's liberation, black nationalism, gay liberation. The
depths were reached in 1964 with the unspeakable action of the SWP
in sending a letter of condolences to the widow of the assassinated
President John Kennedy. These, and not the principled cause of
building a revolutionary party into the working class, are the politics
behind the SWP's current bitter clash with the 'Unified Secretariat' in
*?aris. Hansen's criticisms of the Secretariat's support of guerilla
2
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strategy, the SWP's denunciation of the Pabloite opportunist charac
terization of the Vietnamese Communist Party: all this appears very
'orthodox' but is in point of fact no different fundamentally from the
'orthodoxy' of 1953. Along with the regular publication of the articles
of Trotsky and the repetition of correct phrases and quotations goes
an opportunist practice in the United States which remains separate
from and untouched by this 'theory'.
The International Committee has fought above all to take the
theoretical lessons of the split into the practice of building revolutio
nary parties. In the course of this struggle, the fundamental question
which has come to the fore is that of the conscious defence and
development of dialectical materialism as a theory of knowledge.
Adherence to 'correct' programme and to 'orthodox' theoretical for
mulations, without a struggle to train cadres in the conscious method
of winning new knowledge through practice, which comes into con
flict with existing concepts, becomes a propangandistic and abstract
resistance to the actual struggle for revolutionary parties to lead the
working class to power. When the IC broke from the French Organi
sation Communiste Internationaliste (OCI) in 1970, it was because of
a division on this very question. Not surprisingly, the 'orthodox'
Trotskyists of the SWP joined the OCI in attacking the alleged
'obsession' of the IC with dialectical materialism as the theory of
knowledge of Marxism. Here we see the real face of the SWP in
relation to its history. Novack, Hansen and all the SWP leaders turn
their backs resolutely on the theoretical conquests of Trotsky in the
1939-40 struggle — the fight for dialectical materialism against prag
matism — but then want to appear as the protagonists of historical
truth about the 1953 split 20 years after!
4

The documents in this volume are indispensable for an understand
ing of these vital struggles. Today the SWP finds itself locked in a
bitter faction fight with those to whose bosom it returned in 1963. In a
completely opportunist fashion, the SWP leaders resurrect the 1953
documents in order to 'prove' that they were always the defenders of
'orthodox Trotskyisrr' against the Pabloites. In point of fact, the
documents show something very different. The arena in which Trots
kyism has been fought for since 1953 is not the Pabloite Secretariat in
Paris but is the the actual struggle, led by the International Commit
tee, to build revolutionary parties and to fight revisionism. It is the
strength of the International Committee, particularly in the United
4
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States itself, that compels the SWP leaders to re-open the question of
1953. They know that, by suppressing these issues in 1963, they
condemned the SWP to an international alliance with those they now
denounce, once again, as revisionists. The SWP's political representa
tive in Britain, Sam Gordon (pseudonym 'Tom', and sometimes
'Joe'), as well as Cannon, from time to time wanted to draw immediate
organisational conclusions from the recognition of the growing politi
cal opportunism of Pablo, but in no case did the British section allow
itself to be rushed into any premature action. Methods were always
sought which would permit the political development to emerge as
clearly as possible. Cannon and the SWP leaders, the senior section in
the International, had by their neglect of international leadership
created the conditions for Pabloism in the post-war period. It was an
entirely pragmatic, non-dialectical method to think that Pabloism
could be defeated simply by making a 'clean break' when the problem
was identified. In this situation, the British section leadership did
everything in its power to prevent a premature and ill-considered
shattering of the forces held together in the international movement
during and since the war.
Cannon and the SWP leaders could see no further than the necessity
for the organisational split to be carried through decisively once the
political differences were defined. Again this formal and orthodox
'correctness' was in fact a separation of Marxist theory and revolutio
nary practice. It was expressed most clearly in Cannon's letter of April
24th, 1954 (Volume Two). Here Cannon insists that the Pabloites'
own decisions of April 9th (to go ahead independently with their
'Fourth Congress') had 'closed the door' to any discussion about a
common Congress, and had at the same time declared for Stalinism.
Once again Cannon is able to say, so correctly from the formal
standpoint: political differences on fundamentals, therefore complete
organisational division. Every national section was supposed to jump
into line because the SWP had made up its mind.
The real question was not to pronounce a verdict, as Cannon did,
but to train leadership and develop Marxist theory in the process of
struggle to do this. This could be done only through exhausting every
>spect of the struggle, by positing the living experience of all the
ctions, in the changing world situation, on the theoretical struggle
jegun with Pablo. Instead, the fundamental objective reasons for
*ablo's revisionism were left unanalysed; the opportunity to defeat
he influence of pragmatism in the SWP was lost, giving rise to the
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most craven liquidationism in that party within a very few years. As
later volumes will show, the apparent decisiveness of Cannon in 1954
was in fact a refusal to into the real differences at the level of Marxist
method. The consequence was that after the breakthrough of the
Stalinist crisis only two years later, Cannon himself initiated the
moves for an unprincipled 'unity' with the very revisionists he had
denounced as having gone to the other side of the class barricades. But
this time the forces of the SWP and the Pabloites were to be brought
together on the basis of avoiding at all costs any probing of the
questions of the 1953 split. Such is the manner in which those who
reject the dialectic nonetheless are destined to provide a perfect illust
ration of its working. The same SWP leadership which in 1953
insisted on an end to discussion with the revisionists, combined with
those revisionists in 1963 and 1964 to provide the political conditions
for the greatest betrayal in the history of our movement: the entry of
the leaders of the Ceylon section of the Pabloite 'International' into
the bourgeois coalition government of Mrs Bandaranaike.
Undoubtedly, then, the period covered by the documents here
published was a decisive turning-point in the history of the revolutio
nary movement. Here we find the political mechanics of the split
which weakened the Fourth International on the eve of its greatest
opportunities. We see in operation a propagandist 'orthodoxy' on the
part of the SWP which was to prove the major obstacle in the struggle
to build revolutionary parties. But above all we see in these documents
the record of the long relentless struggle against this liquidationism.
The forces of revisionism, reflecting the powerful pressure of the
Stalinist bureaucracy and behind that of imperialism itself,
threatened the very extinction of Trotskyism: but the continuity of
the Fourth International was defended and definitively established in
the International Committee and its sections. This is the inestimable
theoretical, political and organisational contribution of those whe
built revolutionary sections of the Fourth International and on this
basis fought for the development of Marxism in opposition to tht
revisionism of Pablo and of the SWP leaders who capitulated to thai
revisionism. Against this heritage, the current claim of the SWF
leaders to be the defenders of 'orthodox' Trotskyism is exposed a^
completely bogus. The publication of these volumes will establish t h r
beyond any doubt, and will form the essential basis for the training i
thousands of revolutionary fighters, members of the Fourth Interna'
tional, which revisionism could not destroy.

Chapter One
The Fourth International
and its history
The documents contained in this chapter provide the essential
political context for the discussion of the historical questions of the
1953 split. For Marxists, the lessons of history are torn out of the past
from the impulsion of the living struggle today. It is the revolutionary
responsibilities of our own day which now make necessary and possi
ble a true understanding of the past. The issues fought out in the
struggles and splits of the past now emerge as the central questions for
the whole working class in struggle: the over-riding need for indepen
dent revolutionary leadership, the irreconcilability of Marxism and
counter-revolutionary Stalinism, the fight for dialectical materialism
as the theory of knowledge of Marxism. As the revolutionary move
ment now fights in practice to take these questions into the working
class, the real meaning of the past struggles is clarified. At the same
time, those forces who joined the revisionists are thrown into deeper
and deeper crisis, and forced to make a new reckoning, after so many
years, with the theoretical questions their leaders chose deliberately to
ignore.
Document 1 is the resolution of the International Committee (IC) of
the Fourth International of August 1973, out of which the preparation
of this present volume arose. Document 2 is the political perspectives
resolution of the Fourth Conference of the IC (1972). The latter draws
attention to the fact that Hansen and Peng pose as an 'orthodox
Trotskyist' opposition in the Pabloite movement, and characterizes
the opportunist nature of this 'opposition'.
1
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DOCUMENT 1

Resolution of the International Committee
instructing publication of the documents,
August 24, 1973

For a discussion on the problems of the Fourth International
THE LEADERSHIP of

the Socialist Workers' Party (USA) has chosen to
open a public written discussion on the political questions underlying
the split in the Fourth International which took place in 1953.
They have done this hi the framework of the preparations of the
Pabloite 'Unified Secretariat' for its long-postponed world confer
ence, now due towards the end of 1973.
What is noteworthy is that the SWP leaders present themselves as
the champions of the split from Pablo revisionism; the defenders of
Trotskyist principle and programme against all capitulation to
Stalinism.
In November 1953, tile SWP published its 'Open Letter' to the
world Trotskyist movement. This denounced Pablo and Pabloism;
and in consequence the 'International Committee of the Fourth
International' was formed, politically and organizationally indepen
dent of the Pabloite 'International Secretariat'. Ten years later, in
1963, the SWP went back to the Pabloites and dropped completely its
association with the International Committee, and the 'Unified Sec
retariat' became the new name for the revisionist centre.
(Because of the reactionary Voorhis Act, the SWP could never
actually affiliate to an international body).
In the period leading up to the 1963 'reunification', the SWP was
characterized above all else by refusal to discuss the fundamental
theoretical questions which had split the movement in 1953.
Now, ten years later, the sections of the 'Unified Secretariat' and
their supporters, the SWP, are deeply divided on all political ques
tions of strategy and tactics, yet none of them is able to return to the
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basic principles of Trotskyism. The SWP finds itself in the minority
internationally, and is now trying desperately to present itself as the
defender of 'orthodox Trotskyism'.
Such is the enormous pressure of class forces as decisive revolutio
nary clashes loom up in all the major capitalist countries, that the
revisionists are forced to return to the 'split' questions which they
arrogantly swept aside as 'divisive' in 1963.
The first thing which must be said is that an enormous historical
responsibility rests particularly on the SWP itself for having covered
up these questions and disorientated all those militants who mistook
Pabloite revisionism for Trotskyism.
The SWP leadership does not raise these questions again out of any
concern for principle, but only because it has itself opportunistically
degenerated even further in the last ten years. Its adaptation to the
petty-bourgeois 'left' in the United States now makes it hostile to even
the most tenuous and formal international connections.
Joseph Hansen and his collaborators in the SWP leadership are
preparing, with the discussion they have belatedly initiated, to free
themselves for their own narrow, national, opportunist adaptation.
For this reason, their presentation of the historical questions is com
pletely distorted, in order pragmatically to suit the immediate 'practi
cal' purposes of the SWP.
The first articles published in this discussion* make it essential
immediately to refute the lies of the SWP on this history. It is
absolutely necessary that an international discussion be opened up, in
the defence of Trotskyism against Stalinism and revisionism. But this
can be done only on the basis of historical objectivity, with all the
problems and all the documents brought into the open and faced up to
honestly. This method is the absolute prerequisite of the theoretical
re-arming of the Fourth International. It is the opposite of the method
of the SWP.
Contrary to the claim of the SWP spokesman, it must be said, quite
unequivocally, that Pabloite liquidationism, denounced correctly by
James Cannon and the SWP in November 1953, had long been
developing inside the Fourth International.
Throughout the post-war period to 1953 the SWP was the leading
sympathizing section of the Fourth International and had the major
political responsibility for the development of the movement. There
* Education for Socialists (SWP) June 1973.
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can be no facing up to the real questions except on the basis of
recognizing and analysing this refusal of theoretical and political
responsibility and its disastrous consequences.
The political reality is that the SWP capitulated to the problems of
permanent contact with the European sections. Good pragmatists,
they pursued their work in the United States, and accepted Pablo as
the European and international leader. Pablo pursued his own
revisionist course, building up his administrative machine and relying
confidently on the inability and unwillingness of the SWP to examine
or criticize the revisionist concepts which he smuggled into the theory
and perspectives of the movement.
To blame this development on the difficulties of obtaining pass
ports or the misdeeds of the SWP's representatives in Europe is to
reduce great historical questions to the level of petty, organizational
details. The task facing revolutionists was to overcome these prob
lems. The SWP politically turned against Pabloism in 1953 only when
Pablo's methods threatened the internal regime of the SWP.
The 'Open Letter' of 1953 was absolutely necessary and correct. It
opened up the possibility of really probing the depths of Pablo's
revisionism and orienting the revolutionary movement, through that
theoretical struggle, to the political tasks of the period opened up by
the East German uprising and the French General Strike of 1953. The
sections of the International Committee today still endorse completely
the politics of the 'Open. Letter', as they did in 1953.
The split precipitated by the 'Open Letter' (a split made necessary
by Pablo's revisionism and its organizational consequences) caused
considerable confusion in the world Trotskyist movement, and still
does. At the time, the Fourth World Congress of the FI (1954) was
pending. What was immediately and vitally necessary was political
clarification of the questions underlying the split. This was necessary
not at all to cover over the split, but to learn from its necessity. Today,
the SWP tries to suggest that they did not really want a split. But their
'Open Letter' concludes as follows: 'The lines of cleavage between
Pablo's revisionism and orthodox Trotskyism are so deep that no
compromise is possible either politically or organizationally . . . The
political issues have broken through the manoeuvres and the fight is
now a showdown'.
Next, the new SWP (discussion material rewrites history to make
the SWP the protagonist of political discussion for clarification of the
split right from 1954, and to portray the Socialist Labour League in
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particular as the obstacle to any discussion or any principled reunifica
tion. This is a he, as the facts show.
In the spring of 1954 the International Committee sections in
Europe unanimously proposed to the SWP that discussion be opened
up with the Pabloites in order to struggle for the clarification of all
those cadres shocked and surprised by the split. This would have
meant a discussion of all the major political and theoretical questions
facing the movement.
This proposal was made in the first place by Comrade G. Healy.
When the IC accepted it and submitted it to the SWP, it was rejected
by the SWP Political Committee and this decision conveyed to the IC
in a letter of Farrell Dobbs, SWT national secretary.
The discussion could certainly have proceeded at that time, and was
absolutely necessary. The reference to difficulty of travel and pass
ports because of the aftermath of the McCarthy witch-hunt is nothing
but an evasion, just as it was for the period before 1953. Year after
year, the SWP allowed the split to continue without the theoretical
clarification which would have resulted in great gains for the move
ment.
In essence, the SWP in this way showed its contempt for inter
nationalism.
This was proved in 1957. After having rejected the IC's proposal for
principled international discussion in 1954, the SWP, through Can
non, made its overtures in a letter to Leslie Goonewardene of the
Lanka Sama Samaja Party (Ceylon), without the knowledge of the
International Committee.
It was only the insistence of the other IC members which compelled
Cannon to abandon this attempt at an unprincipled compromise. In
any case, the Pabloites rejected the proposal for discussion. The SWP
leadership is well aware of this sequence of events, every detail of
which was sharply brought home to Farrell Dobbs, SWP secretary,
on the occasion of the IC's first International Conference in Britain in
1958.
In this way it became clear to the SWP at a very early stage that they
could not treat the IC in the same way as they had handled their
relationship with Pablo and the International Secretariat in the period
1945-1953. The IC sections, striving always to learn the basic theoret
ical lessons of revisionism and the split, established a method of
political work which came into direct conflict with the narrow
national requirements of the SWP.
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It is certain that after Dobbs' 1958 trip to Europe, all the interna
tional work of the SWP was used for behind-the-scenes approaches to
the Pabloites, while all the time professing solidarity with the IC.
Cannon and the SWP tried to justify their 'unity' approaches with the
claim that the Pabloites' reaction to the Hungarian Revolution (1956)
brought them back to essential Trotskyist positions. In actual fact
Pablo and Mandel advanced a programme which excluded the politi
cal revolution.
The reality was that the SWP was itself going rapidly back to
Pabloite positions, and not the reverse. In January 1961, the SLL
Central Committee addressed a letter to the National Committee of
the SWP, drawing attention to the formulations in their publications
which had a perspective of self-reform of the Stalinist bureaucracy.
Above all, the SLL Central Committee analysed the complete aban
donment by Pabloism of the building of independent revolutionary
parties.
The letter called for the immediate setting up of an international
internal discussion bulletin and the preparation of a Congress of IC
sections as the prerequisite for any discussion on unity at that stage.
The SWP rejected this discussion, engaging instead in its indepen
dent relations with Ernest Mandel and Pierre Frank of the Pabloites,
conducted through S.T. Peng. From this time they consistently
avoided any principled discussion of the fundamental questions. And
when the negotiations for unity came out into the open, they were
explicitly accompanied by a commitment not to discuss the fundamen
tal questions of the 1953 split.
When the International Committee, on the Socialist Labour
League's proposal, then put forward the setting up of a 'parity com
mittee' of the IC and the Pabloite Secretariat, the SWP accepted this,
but simply used it as a cover for their own behind the scenes 'unity'
negotiations with the Pabloites.
It is simply a lie to present the situation, as the SWP now does, as if
the IC opposed unification of the world Trotskyist movement. Mandel functioned on the 'parity committee' for the Pabloites, and there
was an agreed preparation of discussion documents and of procedure
for their circulation in the sections. The SWP deliberately acted to
avoid any circulation of these documents in their own ranks and
sought only a way of effecting a premature 'unification' which avoided
the discussion.
It was for this reason that the SWP, having reluctantly agreed to an
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IC Conference before any proposal of a unification Conference, broke
this agreement and prepared the 'reunification' Conference of 1963
without the IC majority. The SWP feared one thing above all: discus
sion of the fundamentals of revisionism as the real preparation for a
principled unification.
Hansen also knows very well that on September 27, 1963, after the
IC International Conference, the IC wrote to the Pabloite Secretariat
saying that 'everything must be done to encourage the closest working
relations under conditions whereby a principled unification of the
movement could be achieved'. Among the proposals made to this end
were:
1. That a world congress of the forces of the IC and the International
Secretariat [Pabloites] should be convened during the autumn of
1964 . . .
4. ' . . . that this discussion must take place in all sections, not only in
the leaderships, but in the ranks . . . '
The SWP, which now tries to put itself forward as the defender of
principles, and to caricature us as opponents of unity, went along and
encouraged the Pabloite Secretariat in rejecting these proposals.
Again, in 1970, when Comrade Healy, acting on a decision of the
IC, approached the Unified Secretariat for discussion of all the out
standing questions in the world movement, the SWP, together with
the Unified Secretariat, completely opposed this approach. They are
politically consistent only in their permanent rejection of any princi
pled discussion.
The real truth about the present attempt to raise once again the
1953 questions is very clear. The SWP went into the 1963 'reunifica
tion' with the rationalization that the old Pabloite liquidationism was
gone, and it was possible to build the Trotskyist movement.
Instead, they are faced with the exact situation predicted in 1963 by
the IC. The SWP, through its support of the 1963 'reunification', has
played a foremost part in misdirecting a whole generation of the
cadres of the SWP and the Pabloite sections. It is above all their
rejection of political and theoretical discussion of the basic questions
which has done this.
In point of fact, all the youth in the Unified Secretariat sections who
tried to come to Trotskyism have been driven by the SWP into the
arms of Pabloism. The SWP is as guilty as the whole Unified Sec
retariat for the 1964 betrayal in Ceylon and every other Pabloite
capitulation to the bourgeoisie.
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If the SWP now likes to come forward, spuriously as the defender of
orthodox Trotskyism, against the anti-Marxist line of Mandel, Frank
and Maitan, this is the grossest deception. It is the SWP itself, with its
opposition to any fundamental discussion in the world movement,
which has provided the political basis for the revisionist majority and
all its betrayals. The SWP's criticism of Mandel and Frank is a
criticism by a party which is moving rapidly to the right.
The International Committee resolves to charge its secretariat with
the responsibility of preparing immediately the complete documenta
tion of the relations between Pabloite revisionism, the SWP and the
IC since the years immediately preceding the 1963 split, and publish
ing forthwith the edited documents for international discussion.
The IC, noting that the crisis in the 'Unified Secretariat' has driven
the SWP, in its own distorted way, to open up the questions of 1953,
challenges the SWP and the 'Unified Secretariat' to a full investigation
and public discussion to establish the historical truth of this whole
period.
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DOCUMENT 2

Perspectives resolution of the International
Committee fourth conference, 1972

/ - Introduction: Our tasks in 1972, in relation to the founding of the
Fourth International in 1938.
T H E STRUGGLE to

found the Fourth International in 1938 was under
taken in order to ensure the continuity of revolutionary leadership and
of Marxist theory, from the first four Congresses of the Communist
International, the work of Lenin and the Bolsheviks in the Russian
Revolution, and the work of Marx and Engels. It had to be carried
through in conditions created by a generation of great defeats for the
international working class. This fight for the continuity of Marxism
was a struggle against every form of adaptation to these defeats. It
meant a fight to the death against the Stalinist bureaucracy which first
ensured the defeats and then battened on their fruits. The opposition
voiced by all those centrists who stood aside from the Fourth Interna
tional of Trotsky was an adaptation to the bureaucracy, through the
medium of which came an adaptation to imperialism. The founding
conference of the Fourth International defined our epoch as one of
capitalist decay, in which the historical crisis of humanity is concen
trated and which must be resolved in the crisis of revolutionary
leadership of the working class. Those who rejected, and still reject,
the continuity in struggle of revolutionary Marxism with the Third
International and the Russian Revolution, in fact reject the revolutio
nary role of the working class. Only the orientation to this class,
whatever the temporary defeats, could provide the basis for the
development of Marxist theory. Trotsky wrote: 'The laws of history
are stronger than the bureaucratic apparatus'. The Fourth Interna
tional, on this granite foundation, has continued to exist, and is being
built today, only in constant struggle against all revisionism, which
seeks to accept and adapt to the defeats of the inter-war years and the
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dominance of the bureaucracy, treating these as unalterable historical
facts.
These theoretical foundations have been under continuous attack
since the birth of the Fourth International. In the years conditioned
by defeats, and with the capitalist class able, through the collaboration
of the Stalinists, to implement policies of relative class peace, the
defence and development of Marxist theory could only be a slow and
difficult task, the responsibility of a handful of comrades who were to
a great extent isolated from any mass movement. Those conditions
have now decisively changed. But we shall get a development of
Marxism and the building of revolutionary parties only by starting
from the gains of the long struggle for revolutionary continuity in the
Fourth International. The profoundly revolutionary character of the
contradictions underlying the surface phenomena of capitalist and
bureaucratic 'containment' of the working class since 1944 could be
grasped only through a conscious struggle for dialectical materialism,
against all enemies. In place of dialectical materialism, revisionism in
the Fourth International put subjective impressionism. For many
years, they accepted the inevitability of bureaucratic control of the
workers' movement. The working class was considered only as an
unconscious 'pressure' creating centrist and even revolutionary
developments within the bureaucracy. In the course of the years of
struggle against Pablo, Germain, and later the SWP leadership, it was
necessary above all to uncover, underneath the capitulation to
bureaucratic and petty-bourgeois nationalist leaderships, the theoret
ical roots of revisionism. These were: the abandonment of the Marxist
theory of knowledge, of the relation between consciousness and real
ity, between theory and practice; capitulation to the idealist
philosophy of the bourgeoisie. The struggle against this ideological
pressure from the class enemy is the only foundation for training the
cadres of bur revolutionary parties. At the same time, the revisionists
find themselves undermined by the objective developments: capitalist
world crisis and the explosion of the 'neo-capitahsm' myth; revolutio
nary struggles in the advanced countries since 1968; political revolu
tion in Eastern Europe; exposure in struggle of the petty-bourgeois
leaderships, particularly in Cuba and Algeria.
The Fourth Conference of the International Committee now takes
place under new conditions. The maturing of the imperialist crisis,
signalled by Nixon's measures of August 15, 1971, marks the begin
ning of a new stage of the crisis of leadership. The conditions for the

